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EVALUATING-ME EFFECTIVENESS OF ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINING PRODUCTS

Edward H. Behrman
Research for Better Schools

William Evans .
"t-University of Pennsylvania

Educationalli&D, spurred by the creation'of the labs and centers in the

past decade; has created a proliferation of new products

marketplace. Product evaluation has emerged as an area

in the educational

of considerable im-

portance in the measurement field, as both the developer and the funding agent

seek to assess the worth of the emergent productAlthough product evalua-

tion strategies have become more sophisticated in the decade, they nonetheless

- have been generally buillt.to assess curriculum products designed for student

populations (e.g., Bloom, Hastings, & Madaus, 1971; Gagne, 1967; Grobman, 1968;

Scriven, 1967; Tyler, 1967). Such strategies are suggestive but less than

helpfpl when attempting to evaluate other kinds of educational R&D products,

such as those designed to train school administrators in aspects of educational
.

management. Examples of this latter type of educational product include

varied prototypes now under development, such as those designed to train ad-

ministrators in project'management, curriculum selection, curriculum evaluar'

motion, cost-effeCtiveness analysis, needs assessment techniques, etc.

The purpose of the present paper is to make Clear the distinction be-
,

. tween evaluating the'tk,types of products and to propose one possible method

for evaluating the effectiVeness of administrative training products. In.
t

doing so; theA3hper will lso highlight the difficulties; conflicts, and

tr ade -offs encountered in aetormining product effectiveness of thi.S4 latter'
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group. The paper appears most useful to evaluators, and developers, 1 'who

should be able to make valid sta'ements about product effectiveness before

requesting continued funding for product dissemination. It may also be help-

ful tp.funding agents, who must make dissemination! decisions.

We should stress at the outset that the argument identifying the evalua-Y,.

tion of product effectiveness as a Summative rather than formative function

is persuasive, but only to, a point. Scriven (1967) has already noted -that

there is no absOlute,cut-off between formative and sumnative Oases. The for-
,. lk

native evaluator is ,eften called upon to produce evidence of product effec-
...°

tiveness in order to obtain funding for continued development or dissemina--

tion. Therefore concern over roduct effectiveness may be ustified during

both phases of evallsuation, although the shape and scope of the effectiveness,

assessment is determined by,both the nature of tke product and its devf14;

mental status.

The method-of the present s udy involves comparison of the formative

evaluation strategies aployed i the assessment of.four educational ItAD pro-

ducts, one being drawn from the evaluatioil of a student curriculum product.

and three being drawn from the evaluations of 'administrative 'training pro-
.

.ducts. ,These four strategies are described and then critiqued along & inter-

related dimensions: (a) the definition of product effectiveness;t(b) cri-

terion measures of effectiveness; (c) the determination.of users! pre-treatment

levqls of ability on the criterion; (d) types of comparisons; (e) sample size

and-comprehensiveness,; (f) the deiermin'ation°of acaehtableeCriterion perfor-

mance; (g) confounding variables;-and th) intervellinvariakles. Although

determination of product effectiveness is'only one aspect of overall formative
4

'throughout the naper, "developers" refers to any personnel employed by the
product developmpt agency.
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evaluation procedures, it is the sole focus, of this paper. Of course, other

activities must precede the collection of product efOttivenessIdata -- such

as "debugging" content and instructions.

The data presented were gathered 4p part of on-going evaluation efforts

at one bf the edutationalqabs. To give the reader a better idea of the con-

text in wh4ch this paper deals, let us briefly describe each of thee pro;

duct evaluations. The student curriculum product is an individualized science

curriculum. The administrative training products include one designed to

t4

1..

rain school managers in proposal deveIt lopment; another desigqed to train school

managers in curricultim evaluation; and the revised prototype of the curriculum
,

evalWtion product.

THE FOUR EVALUATION STRATEGIES

1. Student Curriculum; science. Sfudents received instruction in the

regular school aetting.throughoutone academic year!: A prete'stiposttest,

comparison gioup design was used to determine how well students in the indi-

vidualized curriculum achieved pwo prespecified goals of the product (science
4

achievement and attitude toward science). Students fiom three;pairs of

matched schools'(n = 636 for pretest and 6l5 for posttest) were administered -'

the developer constructed{ achievement and attitude measures in the fall and

again in the,spring. The same form of each measure was used in-pre- and
,/

posttesting. Students were tested as individuals but scores were-grouped

together-by grade level 'and by school for data analysis. ,Both gain scores

within schools and comparison scores between schools, were computed (see

Evans, l73).

1
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2. Administrative training: cproposal development. School administra-

torsfrom six disqicts were trained an-site in the district by.another mem-

ber of their own staff over a three-week'period.' A pretest/posttest, single
f

group design was employed 't9 evaluate whether administrators-achieved the pre-

specified goals ,of the product (ability to manage a propOsal developmeni9pro-

.

ject). Content-recall was measured by 10'multiple:-choice items for each.les-

son, with the same set of itemis serving as both pre- and posttests. In

addition; simulation te?fgef performance -- actually exercises contained with-.

in the instructional les*ons were used as additional, posttest-only measures.

Thesesimulations requ4ed learners to apply what they had learned to a hypos,
. .

thetical situation of the developer's creation. Significant gain scores on

the mastery tests and subjectiye judgments by developers of quality work on
6

1

the simulations were indices of acceptable criterion performance. Each of
. .

tht 35 administrators was tested as an individual and the all scores were

combined into a single group for data analysis (see E4,ans Note 1):

3. Administrative training: `curriculum evaluation. School administra-.

tors from'two districts were trained on-site in,their own districts by the

developer during two-day sessions. Avostiest only, single group design was

used to determine
,it administratorS'copld demonstrate achievement of the pre-

specified producft goal (ability to initiate, plan, and monitor a purriculum
,. .

. 1 N

evaluation projeCt). Simulation tests of performan e.comprisygexerciees

and Worksheets included in the instructional nater2' s were reviewed by

velopers to yield subjective ratings' of quality performance. These simula7.

tipns reqUired learners to apply what they had learned to a h'ypothetical

-

situation of their own Creation. Six administrators from each district com-"
"t

e.
,

-
.

, .

-4-
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prised the sample (n = 12),. Since administrators from the sane district
woi-ked. collaborately to complete exercises and worksheets ,'inly group perfor-

mance was scored (effective n = 2) (see Behrman, Note 2).

4. AdministraSive traininq curriculUm evaluation (revised prototype).-X

Using the revised prototype, administrators were-again trained' how to manage

a curriculum evaluation project. This tine, though, they trained themselves

on-site in their districts without developer support. Becadse the exercises

now required the administrators to apply what they had learned to an actual,

-on-go'ing evaluAion project,. training continued intel-mittently over several

months. Again, a posttest only, 'single group design was .used to determine if

adminis4;tors could attaiu, the prespecified goal,. Performance was reviewed
".-. . ' .

as in the earlier prototype, except that admiNstraiorS.applied learning to

real
- ,

1
,al rather than t situations: thus the t. s were work samples

rather than simulations. Thirty-nine administrators from four districts

(working, on seven separate projects) comprised the sample. Since project s*

groupg worked collaborately; only group performance wa2ss,scored (effective n

7)- (See Behrman, Note' 3).

- The four evaluatio

,strategies.str:ategies. 'Ihe' evaluation of the science prOduct ems o' be a rather typi-

cal assessment' of stude t curriculum product effectiveness (with the pOssible, i- 4 . ,
.

exception of einploying specially developed instruments.). It is well-suited

.

,described above 'represent a fairly wide range of

for the one-way ANOVA design and contains. samplei laYge enoug)n. to, Peripit
,

I

S
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powerful statistical inference. Generalizations to similar students in simi-

J

lar schools are possible.
r

. .
Such is not theease with the three'administrativestraining prodilets;

adwhich .do not fit so neatly into the tr r itionar evaluation model. That they

fail to is not necessarily an indictment against the quality of these latter

evaluations; in fact, it is a goal of this paper to snow why attainment of

. the traditional design is so difficult (and may not even be desirable) when

evaluating administrative training products. Therefore, the next step'in our

discussion is to critique the evaluation, strategies described above along

each of eight i nterrelated dimensions

a

CRITIQUE ALONG EIGHT DIMENSIONS

Definition of product effectivenpss. Invariably, effectiveness was de-%

.. _

fined aNthe match between prespecified product goals and observed learner

performance; that is, all'four evaluations were exPlititly of a "goal -full"

.rather than "goal-fred"natUre. The science curriculum specified its goals

in rather broad terms (science achievement and science Attitude). While the

administrative products also specified, broad goals, these were analyzed into.

sub-goals ,Gr objectives for measuremdht purposes. For example, the curricu-
.

slum evaluation product measured the following objectives for units (ar, tagkS)

a
1 and 2:

1,

1. ability to construct an evaluation purpose statement

2. .ability to develop an overall evaluatioTdesign

3, ability to specify evaluation instruments 'and subjects

7

We might observe that the mpre nariow specificiltion of. stile -goals is merely
4
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the result of an apparent behavioral bb5ectives approach followed by the ad-
.

,.

ministrative product evaluators. This statement, while

. than explains. Administrative prodUcts may have to use

goals because their Content areas are less universally

achievement (in first grade)" is likely,to elicit more

true, describes raaer

more 'specific sub-

known. "Science

common definition than

"ability to manage an evaluation." What skills are needed to manage.a curricu-

lum evaluation? Can we assume that they are Well-known and agreed-upon?
a.

Probably not; thus the evaluator,of.an.administrativetlraining product needs

to subdivide the content area into discrete parts and then measure attainment

of the part. He should also offer a convincing argument that the user who

can perform-successfillly on each of the sub-tasks has in fact performed suc-

cessfull)7 on the 'overall task: he should show that. the sum of the parts equals

a whole. That is, the administrative ptoductvaluatoi may need to establish

eitherjudgmentalor empirical validity for his measures, unlike the student

product evaluator, whose measures may already.,have established validities.

Furthermore, the administrative evaluator, may need to show, in addition to the

suM'of the parts equalling a,whole, that the whole iS'someh6w worthwhile

that this prespetified goal dsiesirable. Why is i important for school ad-

ministrators to manage curriculum evaluation projects? Aren't evaluation

specialists supposed to do this? However, it seems.unlikely that a critic

would ask, Why is it important for elementary students 'to learn science?
.

In other words, while product effectiveness was defined in all four cases

as the match between goal's and learner performance, the definition (and promo-
',

tion) of these goals appears more difficult.far the administrative product

waluator.

4t

-7-
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Criterion measures of effectiveness. Bloom (1956) describes cognitive

objectives alongalong a sequential taxonomy, beginning with know/edge m5dthen
I '

followed by comprehension, application, analysis, syntllesis',.andrevaluation:

Both content "mastery" (i.,e., knowledge and comprehension) and applicationA

are represented by the,criterim measures/used in the four .evaluations de-
.

scribed above. The science curriculum measured knowlddge and comprehension

via an achievement test. The proposal development product measured knowledge

(but not comprehension) via an achievement test and measured application to

a hypothetical situation provided by the developer via a simulation. The

first curriculum evaluation product measured application to ahypotheiical

situation created by the, learner via simulations: And the revised,curriCulum

evaluation product measured application to an actudl situation lila work sam,

hb may conceptualize these measures of the criterion graphicalliy, as .

in Figure',1:

o

MASTERY
OF

CONTENT

) 1 GORE 1

Criterion Measures of Effectiveness

to

. :
APPLICATION OF CONTENT

1

,

.

. I

(Knowledge (to hypothetical . (to hmothetical '' (to actual

and si.tuation provided situation created on-the-job

Comprehension) by developer) - by learner) situation)

I .

,

ACHIEVEMENT SIMULATION SIMULATION WORK SAMPLE

TEST TEST, , TEST TEST

More Immediate More Ultimate

Criterion Criterion

Lower' in Higher in

Bloem's Taxonomy ploom's Taxonomy

-8-
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measures of performance.

Naturally, the way in which, product goals are written may guide the-

In other words
r eadn4measure'correponds to a different point along the

4

continuum. The dilemma of.,the administrative product evaluator is this: if

hesattempts-to 'measure effectiveness via an achievement test, he is subject

to the criticism that an administrative training product should produce more

than "paper-and-pencil mastery" of cognitiife content; on the other hand, if

he attempts to measure e'fiectiveness via a performance test-(simulation or

work sample) and results are negative, he will be unable to say whether poor

performance data is due,to learners failure to master cognitive content, their

failure to translate mastery to perf6rmance, or both. Another dilemma arises .

when choosing between simulation and work sample: while a simulation is More

controllable, work samples may offer more realistic (and hence more valid)

evaluatartoward the most appropriate measure. Is the administrator 'being

V

9','masterto ,haster the principles of proposal'development" o r to "apply the

principles of propOsal development to an on-going prbject in his dist

Sometimes, howevei,'product goals are so general that any of the four mea-

sures above could be used. The question is: Which one? Studen?curriCuium

evaluators are usually spared from this decision. We rarely ask a student to'

build a-battery, just identify parts.of a battery in a picture.

4
°User's pre. - treatment level of ability. The science evaluator adminis-

tered identical forms as pre- anct posttests of learner ability. The proposal

development evaluator also administered identical forms as pre; and posttests.

In neither evaluation of the curriculum evaluation product were users',pre-
.

.
.

treatment level of ability determined., apparentlysfor two reasons: (a) the".

) f

k
#

t ..

-9-
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criterion measures were highly' idiosyncratic to the instructional materials,

and it may flaiie been Unfair...,,to pretest users mfamili,ar with the terminology

and organization-presented in the mterials; (b) as the fOcus was on group

rather than individual performance, pre measures of individual ability were

irrelevant.

Let us examine each of these reasons for 6ilure to obtainpre-peasures.
2

That the measureswere idosyncratic may be reflective of the product itself

thatit prOposes terminolOgy and organization different from those in popu-

iar'use. However, it does not seem unfair.to study whether learners have"
,

certain knowl$dge or skill;, no 'natter 4.1at terns or_ .s.,cedures they use.

The task Of.the evaluator is to develop a measure of triterionperformAnce

.that is independent of the product (that.is,,free of its Adosyncratic termin-

ology'and organization) . The second problem how to measure group perfor-

mance -- isepre perplexing, especilly if the'measure employed is ani on-the-

job works sample. Since the group in' training ma not have worked together

r.
as out before the training, any pre training work samples collected may

shave been;'produced by a different set of individuals (i.e., wdifferent

"subject")in.the.same district.

Types of comparisons In general, three types of comparisons-may be

useful in determining product effectiveness: (1) pre- vs. poSt-measures,°

(2) observed performance vs. desired performance, and (3) treatment group .vs

comparison grotip.

7

2We say "failure" because these evaluations did not employ Control groups
'e -

-10-
. 4
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Comparisons between pre- and post-measures yield "gain scores" whidh.
.

. ,
. .

cannot he considered treatment\effects without benefit of a comparison-'
,, . , r

grotr or other control. imilarly; diSCrepancieS between 'observed and de-.
r

1. t.

.

is

sired performanceare rely descritive
.

Witout the experimental control
.

provided by comparison groups. -Thus., the identification ofxOtparison
-

groups is an assignment of:paramount,imPort to.tht.levaivaloi who wishes to
..

make inferences. of cause-and leffect..

Note. though; tfiat:compariSon giouPS were us6A in none of the evaluations

of administrative training prodkts. Why,is this so?
. 4

_When evaluating performance.of school administrators, we often are*leis

\
concerned with individual gains than with organization gains .M1, We _want 'to

knew, Hew much has the school district improved in its ability to manage-A_

budgets train staff; evaluate programs; bring in new monies; etc.? J'In-thi,

'administrative trainingmore, we want to know whether the:interttntion (an

product) has.accolinted for this improvement. Thus

.441, N-
tional peifbrmance So the comparinn- `'group must be composed of simildr

the focus is on organiza-
,

organizatiops -- but similar in what ways? On what organizatioha/ yariables

-', .

ro
. , .

should we ' "match" school districts?eupil enrollment, location, orgahiza-

tional climate, organizatiqnal structure, personal characteristics of.admjnis-

trators? Without empirical exaderice to show which variables moderate organi-
,

zational performance on a given tdsk, there is no guide for the admiaistra-

%tive'prodUct evaluhtor to follOw.
N

Sample size and comprehensiveness. The student curriculum evaluator c

generally has availabli to him a care student population using the new flUro-

ductunder.fieJd test condition's. He may include al1 ficy test sites or

0.
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sample from them, but either way the sample size is usually large enough to
fpermit powerful statistical tests. Furthermore, the sample can be described

in demographic teens (urban/rural, mino.rity representation, SES,,etc,) and 1

can be. shown to be representative of a larger population (i.e., the prOjected
users of the product). A sample that is both large and representative may

.be called comprehensive.

Cn the other hand, the administrative' product eValuatbr does not have
. . .

available to 'him a field test sample 'of thousands, or even hundreds, or pro-

spective. users. A district ,may have 20,000 students, but it has only onet
., .

superintendent.^1Andit is often more- ditficult to persuade a superintendent

or other' district-level adiinistratarg parti,cj.pate.in an administrative pro-
)

duct tryout than it 'would iersu4e hint toSzoltiviteer a sizable portion

of his 20,000 pupils fdf-1.-sttident cufrii,cultmi product Bryn trict par-
ticipation in a student tryout may yield a sample of 500; district partOipa--.-.,

tion in an administrative- tryout may yield an n of 1, 2t, yor 3. Thus the job.esr
.

df the''administrative.eva,luator can become overwhelming simply to execute so

basic a task As identifying a ?sample of adequate size.

If the Administrative product is tobe used in workshop mode, it may be

possible to involve 20 or 30 users in asingle workshop. If, on the other

al-site, a ode--day. tryout may involve but a

tiple tryouts must 'be, scheduled just. to inclqrde

hand, the

few users

product must n 'used

. In such -a case, mill
,"h ,-

as many as 20 field test participant. -And if the organizatforirather than:
i ., . - , , ,./

the individual is the unit of analysis r the effective in may only be 4, riot :20 7, .

Further, 'the determination of what is/.reprevntative can be elusive.

/,,,
, ,

',.,.
:
;,' P?

.,..
,;',,1

. .:

Which variables should be described? For instance, with the high rate of

14
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1

,',,,, /.._.
4,4 t ,

administrative mobility; does it Make sense to,A,Iabel an-indiyis,lual as an ,/
,..; , ,

urban adMinistrator, when he, mAy be a suburban administrator Oext year?
. . ,

Acceptable criterioh'performance. When aChieveMent to scores are used,
-- . . ,

"A ' I'' J ,as criteria, as they Often are in Student curriculum evaluations,, acceptable.., .

. ,
performance is a significantlylhigher mean

for iitt adminis taative
/ploy an achievement score as an index of ac

>
/,

score for.the treatment group than

training ,products can rarely", em-,
,/

Oftraining

executive function. Rather, simulation or work, sample, varieties pfpperforMance
I

1.testing are moterfrequently appropriate. Sc,cires on ..these types., of/performance
. , . .

tests may be heavily dependent on expert judgment,. 1:4 iCric.s,"&ften highly

variable across judges and across subjects. The and cOncomi-
.

tant large error of, measurement in ".such- judgment, scores Iampeti,' -the decisive=
,..ness with which the evaluator can 't'''te that one gr

*, . \
Confoanding. totWc,60<oundi4. an

be reasonably:control-1:64 in Stilicten't:4 curriculum p
; X

: t "k

use of 'comparison

except tie tr.eatment. -Wth administratlx.
. .

confpunEling is the fact ,that, administraters- are\l?eing "trained"'1 ,

outpei4ormed an??Pier.

n_ tervening variables can is
\

oduct 4Valuations thrOugh
, .

ing ,the treatment' groups do
z****

,products, an important ,source
N '

{.
'11

'the . 93111paDiSpli ..,g(011p 014.4 the'refere ;also be "trained t\us ing a ctifferent
, \- .

training pro uct or method; Biit;:as mentfoned earljer,it Is often difficult1, 1- . .,
(

,

se.cure atreatment Sample', Of §holadministrWs,,, let..alOne
..: i. ,

.. -..xieif--tfeatinbntsatple who 'mils-Elise be trained. A second_inOrtant source of
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nOn:treatment' group,Is offered a similar oppertunity to devel4 a working

relationship with the development 4genccarale confounding be controlled::
,

Intervening variableS. It,may,, be reaS,Inable to expect that comparison

groups: of thira-graders'are exposed :tp-similar s'Obol-lexperiences during ther--\ 4

term. It is far less reasonable -to expect ttraton-going professional experi-

wences O school administrators are/Simila(tilrOughout the year. Some members

7 /7

, .

of the' field test sample may attend a conference, others may not. Some may-

be involved in heated teacher contract negotiations, others may not. Some

may benefit from -expanding blidgetS,. others maybe plagued by shrinking bud-

gets'. Each4f,t1Ose-yariables may affect criterion performance in a signifi-

cant buthrsh&ii.way.
, //%

2

Th fax, welwe-tried to, point out -some of the 'difficulties and in,

herent limi;tations:in evaluating the effectiveness of administrative training..

prodUcts. -Aased on our review of three administrative training products and

brie .student curriculum product, we have noted that: ;"

1. Administrative evaluators must often spetify product goals in.
,almost behavioral terms, as there is seldom common understand-
ing and definition of more. global administrative goals.

2. -While administrative evaluators may demonstrate product effective-
ness via user mostery_of content, such a measure may be inappro-
priate for products designed to train new skills.

4

5. Simulation and work sample varieties of performance tests, which
may be more valid measures of administrative product effective
ness., often depend on expert judgments that are unreliable,
creating large 'errors Of measli.tement.

4./tork samples, which are'mare valid than simulations, are far
more difficult to control.:

)

'often
.

.

. Criterion measures are idosyncratit to the training pro-,
duct, hampering. measurement of both users' pre-tiveatmeWt level
of ability and non-treatment oups' l vel of ability;'.

.

-14-
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41,

e focus on orgaftazational rather' than individual performance
makes, p- vs. post- arld treatment vs. non-treatment compari-.

, saris difficult.

., ttatge, representative samples of school districts (and/or school
administrators), may be difficult to identify and involve in
field testing.

, 4'
.

+.

'8% Control of confounding and intervening variablesAspOor,
,.

In light of these difficulties, it may be urireasonable to expect that adminis

trative.training products 'follow 'the .sane evaluation strategy as student

curriculum p\roducts. It is hoped that there are forthcoming frothe

tional R&D community other strategies that promise to overcome some if these

',weaknesses in eValuating the effectiveness of administrative prod cts.

,A SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

The. eva\uation strategy suggested here, is just that: a suggestion, not
.

.

a 4

\

5rescription. If ollowed, it may overcome some of e-iimitations of cur-

rent evaluation designs.

A logical starting point in product effectiless evanation'may be to

.ask;i"What Wind of claim do the -developers and /or' evaluators wish.to make re-

,1
garding the of ihe product?" Since the claim is, dependent on

the strategy.' ed, the claim desired may have/implications for the evaluation,

requirements the criterion measure/of effectiveness, the sample size
,

the evaluati setting, and so forth.'

For e)cartiple, the evaluator of the curriculum evaluation product may pre-

sent the, developers with the following list of possible claims and as them.

. o
.

to rdnk the' claims in order of preference:'
1

iThis product is effective n teaching school Sdministrators the
A principles 'of managing a curriculum evaluation project.

,r;
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't

b. This product is effeetive in teaching school administrators how
to apply the principles of managing a curriculum evaluation pro-
ject to a hypothetical situation created by the developer.

c. .This productis effective in teaching school adminisfratom how
to apply the principles.of managing a curriculum evaluation pro-
jeotto.a hypoihetical.situation in their own creation.

d. i,.,. "'r proper conditions, this product may be effective in guid-* A

., g-school administrators through certain activities in an on-
,. going curriculum evaluation project.

e. Under propel' conditions, this product may be effective in guides
,
mg school- administrators through a complete curriculunr evalua -,

.

,.. 1 tion project.,
....

Each claim suggests a different evaluation strategy. Claim (a) calls for an

achievement test, Claims (b) and (c) a simulation ,test of performance, and

Claims (d). and (e) a:work'sample test of performance. The design for Claim

(a) could resemble that of the traditional student curriculum product evalua'2

tion. A design for Claims (b) arid '(c) mighe be as follows: randomly assign

administrators from the same distridt to treatment and comparison groups.

After training, both groups will be.asked to perform the same simulated

management activity. If indtvidu4ls:ork collaborately on the activity, then

there will be a single performancesCare for the treatment and for the cpmpari-.

sai group... To employ analysis of variance, there probably- should be a mini-

mum' of five such districts in this design, so that the organizational. n equals

10 (5 treatment and 5 comparison). ,Theo use of administrators from the same
. .

district should control, to a latge extent, confounding and intervening vari
.

ables. .It also perMits reasonable comparisons between "equivalent" organiza-
c

..

.-.
t ICUS

'A similar design for Claims (d) and (e) is possible, although it seems
ViP .- A

. .

kely that two groups of administrators wbuld'actually work on the sameuz

.
.
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management activity in a real situation. Therefore, in practice the requi'site

strategy for Claims (d) and (e) may comprise a work sample test of,performance,

a single group of tpecially-selected school 'districts,
and'an anecdotal his-

. tory of how the product worked ia each district. Since the latter design

cannot be used,to.suppori causal' relationships between treatment and effect,

the resultant claimlis necessarily eqtivoc ("Under proper conditions, the

product may be effective'...."). At best, the evaluator may be able to suggest

what conditions seem to be proper for effective product.use.. Such equivocali-

ty shoulol not be taken as a sign ofolaw-calibre evaluation: rather, it shows

that the developers have attempted to field test the product 'using.a more.

ultimate criterion.

HoWever, it may not be best to select a single, most desirable Claim.

lhetproblem with choosing a single claim is that, because we -might not know

`
i

the exact relationship between content mastery and content application n ..

managerial training, interpretation 4(t.he claim is difficult. Suppose we :

atfWilpt to collect evaluation data to support Claim (b) and find that adminis-
.

, trators are, unable to demonstrate application of the prj.nciples taught. Is

the product unSuccessfa ilfteaching the principles themselves, or is it ,fail-
;

ing to help users translate the principles to a hypothetical application ? - We

do.not know, unless we have evaluatiOn data on both content mastery ancrcan-

tent application.

Therefore, au optimal evaluation procedure would be multi-stage, each

.

. stage focusing on one of the three criterion measures discussed earlier

(achievement test, simulation, and work sample). M evaluation report that

provides information on (1) how' well users master content, (2) how well userl,

;.,

5
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apply the cfaltent°,to a hypbthetical situation; and (3) what actually happens

in the school district would Clearly be.a cut above those now offered.

As I $

a

7

/'

. .
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